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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 170 AND CHESTERFIELD 115 

 

          
By John Hoffmann 

 

March 23, 2015 

 

TOWN AND COUNTRY THROWS ETHICS OUT THE WINDOW AND RENTS PUBLIC 

BUILDING FOR A POLITICAL MEETING BY BOARD OF ALDERMAN CANDIDATE: 

Here is a good reason not to vote for Fred Meyland-Smith…he rented out a public, city 

owned, taxpayer maintained building for a Meet and Greet city political campaign 

function.  

 

Now holding a debate at a city owned building would be considered a "public service" 

but holding an event for one local city candidate's campaign is a gross ethical violation. 

All are part of the unethical behavior on March 16 were Meyland-Smith, alderpersons 

Lynn Wright and Tim Welby for attending and the city for allowing the property to be 

used.   

     
Fred and Tim Welby at Longview House for a recent actual city meeting.  Lynn Wright with her usual 

confused look on her face plus snarling Lynn from past meetings.   

 

This is akin to a candidate for the school board to use a school for a political get 

together or the candidate for a Fire District election to hold an event at a fire station or 

rent a fire truck to drive through subdivisions with candidate signs hanging off the 

ladders.  
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I made a Sunshine Law request to find out who rented the farmhouse and for how 

much.  Here is the reply from the City Clerk:  

 

From: McNamara, Ashley [mailto:McNamaraAN@town-and-country.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2015 10:59 AM 
To: johnhoffmann@charter.net 
Cc: Hoelzer, Gary A. 
Subject: FW: sunshine request 
 
Good morning John,  
 
The renter was Fred Meyland-Smith for use on 3/16/15 from 7-9 PM. The total 
rental fee for two hours was $100.00, with no additional charges. 
 
Have a great day,  
 
Ashley 

  

 

Meyland-Smith rented the Longview Farmhouse for $100.  That was in violation of the 

City Code of Ethics Ordinance 120.140 that states how no elected official may enter into 

a contract with the city where they have a private interest.  That is also possibly in 

violation of the Ethics Ordinance (120.150) that states how no elected official may use 

city property for personal reasons.   

  

120.140  Public Contracts No elected official, employee or public commissioner who, in his/her 

capacity as such, participates in the making of a contract in which he/she has a private pecuniary 

interest, direct or indirect, or performs in regard to that contract some function requiring the exercise of 

discretion on his/her part, shall enter into any contract with the City. 

    

120.150 Misuse of City Property: Except as provided in Subsection (B) hereof, no elected 

official, employee or member of a board or commission shall request or permit the use of City-owned or 

leased vehicles, equipment, materials or property for any purpose except the conduct of City business 

and no elected official, employee or member of a board or commission shall, directly or indirectly, 

attempt to obtain any service or benefit from City personnel for the personal affairs of such elected 

official, employee or member of a board or commission. 

 

GOING FIRST CLASS:  If you are going to push the ethics envelope you may as well 

go first class.  If you are going to rent a city building for a city election campaign event in 

violation of city law you surely would use the city's required caterer or pay extra and 

supply your own refreshments.  Not Fred…no sir…for this soiree the approximately 20 

guests got only the best…ice water.     

 

http://ecode360.com/27968050#27968050
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ETHICS CODE COMPLAINTS:  If anyone wanted to file a complaint on Fred over this 

there are two places you can do that. You can file a complaint with the Board of 

Aldermen.  I don't think that will do you much good since at least four are supporting 

Fred in the race against challenger Mary Steward, with her crazy ideas such as 10-year 

term limits for aldermen and two term limits for mayor.   

 

The other place you can file a complaint is with the City Attorney, Steve Garrett.  

Currently a number of members of his law firm Curtis, Heinz, Garrett and O'Keefe are 

under the microscope for alleged unethical actions. (We highlights a few of those 

starting on this page.)     

 

Now on one of the violations, if Fred's wife had simply rented the room it would be a 

mute point since she is not an elected official.  The other one still says simply an elected 

official cannot use city property for personal affairs.  

 

IS IT TIME FOR A NEW LAW FIRM? ETHICS TORPEDOES KEEP HITTING CURTIS, 

HEINZ, GARRETT AND O'KEEFE:  

 

 
 

The stinging front page investigative pieces in the Post-Dispatch on the corrupt 

Municipal Courts which pointed out more often than not Justice is for sale in the Muni 

Courts, took some serious shots at the law firm that represents Town and Country. 

 

Keith Cheung is a senior partner of the law firm Town and Country has used for years, 

Curtis, Heinz, Garrett and O'Keefe. In 2006 Cheung was the prosecuting attorney for 

Town and Country, St. Ann, Ballwin and Frontenac and the judge in Ladue. On Sunday 

March 15 the Post-Dispatch published an email dated May 22, 2006 from a Warren 

County Judge to Cheung asking him as the prosecutor in Frontenac to dismiss the 

Minor in Possession of Alcohol citation against a judge's friend's daughter. The friend 

plays golf with the judge and Cheung.  Instead of immediately recusing himself due to a 

conflict of interest, Cheung dismissed the case against the teenager, but not the other 

two codefendants.  
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This happened nine years ago. In 2011 Cheung sent a note to a judge presiding over a 

bench trial of the then Bella Villa Police Chief, saying, "Judge you need to convict this 

guy."  The judge stopped the trial, called a conference with the lawyers and Cheung 

where it is alleged that Cheung made an untrue statement in the meeting, which 

Cheung later admitted was a lie.  

 

The Missouri Supreme Court reprimanded Cheung and fined him.  He lost his work in 

Town and Country and in Ballwin over the reprimand.  

 

Next in 2013 Cheung was hired by the outgoing City Council in Ellisville to prosecute 

the impeachment of Mayor Adam Paul, who many members of the council were upset 

with over his position on not giving tax incentives to a developer on a Wal Mart project. 

It was clear to most in the audience that the evidence against Paul was non-existent 

including charges Cheung had filed that he later dismissed because there was 

absolutely no evidence to support them. Paul was impeached by a panel of hostile city 

council members.  Based on the evidence presented by Cheung the entire 

impeachment was thrown out by a Circuit Court judge immediately on review.  The 

judge wrote that Mayor Paul's constitutional rights were violated.  

 

   
Cheung during a break at the impeachment of Adam Paul with TV newsman Casey Noland in the 

background.  
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Now with the release of this email it has become clear that Cheung has a pattern of 

unethical behavior. This does not hold well for Curtis, Heinz, Garrett & O'Keefe.  

Another partner of the firm is Stephanie Karr who is both the city attorney and 

prosecutor in Ferguson who we featured in last week's newsletter.  

 

Former Louisiana governor and now ex-convict Edwin Edwards had the famous quote 

of "There is no such thing as bad publicity unless you get caught in bed with a live boy 

or a dead girl."  You have to wonder if Curtis, Heinz, Garrett and O'Keefe haven't reach 

that "Live Boy or Dead Girl in Bed" bad publicity plateau. On Tuesday March 17 their 

website had been taken down and their facebook page contained no information. 

             

DO YOU SMELL A CONFLICT OF INTEREST?  Ward 2 Candidate Tim Walsh is being 

taken to neighborhood homeowners meetings and walked through Mason Valley by Tim 

Welby, with Welby doing the talking why people should vote for Walsh. This reminds me 

back in 2010 when Welby was able to get Al Gerber to run against me and then Welby 

walked with Gerber around to different neighborhoods bad mouthing me and saying 

how Gerber was for Deer Management, he would just fail to tell people how Gerber's 

deer management including giving deer hysterectomies.  

 

After getting rid of me Welby offered no help to AL Gerber in his failed reelection 

campaign.   

 

Now Welby doesn't think it's a huge conflict of interest that his friend and neighbor has 

who he got to run for alderman.  As a lawyer Tim Walsh represents developers, 

construction companies, retirement centers and shopping centers. How can a guy like 

this ever vote against the people who are responsible for his paycheck. Here is a 

description of Walsh legal work from his firm Newton Rose and Fullbright's website:       

 

 Mr. Walsh specializes in front end construction, contract development project and dispute 

resolution.  He represents owners, developers, contractors, and design professionals in public 

and private construction projects, including hotels, energy and power plant facilities, 

condominium and multifamily residential housing developments, health care 

facilities, entertainment complexes, and shopping centers.   

 

DEFICIT GROWS IN TOWN AND COUNTRY: The Town and Country 2015 budget 

deficit went up another $1,800 on March 9, when the Board of Aldermen approved 

increasing the budget amount to the Board of Elections to hold the April 7 city wide 

election from $5,200 to $7,000.  Here is the deficit to date (deficit is likely to shrink late 

in the year if public works projects come in under projection) 

 

 2015 Town and Country Budget Deficit revised 03/09/15 
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-$1,230,929    December 31, 2014... 2015 proposed budget* 

* includes $25,000 after budget was approved by the Finance Commission for   Beautification Grants 

added to budget by Mayor Dalton 

+      17,580    February 9, 2015  Increase in Police Holiday Pay by adding w more paid holidays 

-$1,248,509   

+        1,800    March 9, 2015  Increase in funds to Board of Elections for April City election 

-$1,250,309 

 

 

TOWN AND COUNTRY SWINDLER IS SENTENCED:  On Friday March 13 a Town 

and Country con-man and ex-con, Ronald L. Roberts, of 12931 N. Topping Estates was 

sentenced to five years and eight months in Federal Prison.  A Federal judge sentenced  

Roberts to a shorter sentence than prosecutor wanted.  The U.S. Attorney's Office had 

recommended a sentence of 7 years and 3-months since Roberts was convicted of the 

same scam in Federal Court 14 years ago and served time. Roberts is alleged to have 

swindled $2,800,000 out of investors falsely claiming he needed to buy additional 

property in southeast Missouri to sell for the development of a Wal Mart Super Center.   

 

Roberts used the same alias in the first offense. Most recently he pled guilty in July of 

2014 and was set to be sentenced in December of 2014, only to have sentencing 

continued twice to March 13.  

 

In June of 2014 he was hit with a judgment of $70,643 in back taxes by the Missouri 

DOR.  His wife, Sonya, has hundreds of thousands of dollars in judgments against her 

over a failed night club on Grand Avenue.       

 

TOWN AND COUNTRY FACTS GIVEN AS LADUE IS LOOKING TO MANAGE 

DEER:  Six months ago I was driving home after midnight along Clayton Road from an 

evening of listening to music. As I passed the Ladue City Hall and Police Station I 

looked to my left and saw a deer by the side of the road.  I-270, three or four miles to 

west had been a buffer for deer.  That is no longer the case.  

 

At the March 16 Monday afternoon Ladue City Council meeting, Erin Shanks of the 

Missouri Department of Conservations' Urban Wildlife section gave a presentation to the 

City Council concerning deer management. Facts from the last six years of deer 

management in Town and Country played a major role in the presentation.   
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WHAT CITY AM I IN?  The first week of March I checked the agenda of the Town 

and Country Green Team Commission on the city's new website…Look closely at the 

tab that popped up on my computer.    

 

 
 

TOWN AND COUNTRY HOUSES…More traditional ranchers meeting the dust.   

 

 
This well maintained classic ranch on Topping Road is doomed.  The sign out front is 

advertising a 7,000 square foot replacement.  
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This rancher is on the corner of Clayton Road and Bopp and is for sale. I'm hoping 

someone who wants to live on a busy street will keep it without tearing it down. 

 

 
This house on Bopp Road is not long for this world with a drawingof the planned new 

house on the sign in the front yard.  

 

  
The ranch house directly to the north on Bopp Road has already been torn down with a 

McMasion in progress.  
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TIME TO RENAME CLAYTON ROAD THE CANADIAN HIGHWAY:  Two weeks ago 

we reported how the very popular Canadian coffee, donut and sandwich shop Tim 

Horton's was going in at the northeast corner of Clayton Road and Ballas Road along 

with a Reliance Bank.  Now 1.5 miles to the east at 10301 Clayton Road at Lindbergh 

Blvd. the City of Frontenac has approved a Reliance Bank/Tim Horton's combination. 

Residents of Des Peres are balking at a Starbucks being added to the Reliance Bank 

on Manchester in front of Ace Hardware.  They should try a Tim Horton's there since 

nobody's heard of them yet.  They could put up the signs in French since they are just 

one mile east of the Bank of Montreal (Harris BMO).         

       
 

RETIREMENT CENTER UPROAR IN FRONTENAC:  If you remember the Allegro 

fiasco from 2-years ago, where the Love Development Company wanted to build a 

combination retirement and assisted living center just east of Clayton Road and Mason 

Road.  Citizen uproar over rezoning residential property for a commercial enterprise got 

the project voted down at the Planning and Zoning Commission.  The plans were 

withdrawn by Love Development which killed the sale of the 8.8 acres of property from 

the Wirth family.  

 

A year and a half later Mayor Jon Dalton, with approval of the Board of Aldermen, 

bought the property for $2.3-million using money from a shrinking fund reserve.  When 

the city closed the deal in December no one knew what to do with the property.   

 

Now a similar story is about to play out on Clayton Road about 3-miles to the east in 

Frontenac. Pulte Homes and Brinkman Construction want to buy from the Ladue School 

District the vacant elementary school building on Clayton Road at Spoede Road and 

develop the property.  The plans call for retirement condos and an assisted living 

facility.  

 

Guess what?  The neighbors in nearby homes and subdivisions are in a similar uproar 

as the Town and Country residents were.  Signs are popping up along Clayton in 

opposition to the project.   

 

If you remember, Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist Jon Dalton made a rare appearance to the 

Planning and Zoning meeting and voted against the project. Weeks later as a lawyer he 

was representing a developer who wanted to put a nursing home next to residential 
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property in Sunset Hills. You almost have to wonder if Mayor Two-Face isn't involved 

with this one too. There is a special Frontenac Planning and Zoning Commission 

meeting set for 7 pm on Tuesday March 31.  Despite the intense interest the 

Frontenac city Staff has not posted the meeting on the city's website yet.   
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UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 115 

 
 

March 23, 2015 

 

TOYS R' US IS LEAVING…TO BE REPLACED BY HUGE LIQUOR 

STORE:  

 

  Leaving  
 

  Coming soon 

On Monday March 16, the Chesterfield City Council approved a full liquor license for 

1781 Clarkson Road. That is currently Toys R' Us, causing Councilman Mike Casey to 

comment, "Kids like to have a little wine when playing with new toys."  

    

However Toys R' Us is leaving and Total Wine and More will be moving in. If you think 

back to the 1970s the 905 Stores on Manchester Road in Des Peres and Rock Hill were 

considered large liquor stores. You could put the inventory of 10 905 stores in one of 

the new Total Wine and More stores.  

 

Besides taking over the huge Chesterfield Toys R' Us store Total Wine and More will be 

moving into the former Office Max building in the Manchester Meadows Shopping 

center in Town and Country.       
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Dierberg's Four Seasons Shopping Centers Receives Boundary 

Adjustment to Allow ST. LOUIS BreadCO to move and have drive thru.  

On a 5-to-2 vote with both Ward-1 Councilpersons Barry Flachsbart and Nancy 

Greenwood voting in opposition the Four Season Shopping Center on Olive and Woods 

Mill received a boundary adjustment.  This will allow the St. Louis BreadCo store to take 

over the Mongolian BBQ restaurant building and install a drive thru. We hear the really 

awful Mongolian BBQ Buffet is likely to move into a smaller location in the shopping 

center.  

   
Soon to be a BreadCo.   

 

EIGHT CHESTERFIELD POLICE OFFICERS WERE IN FERGUSON THE DAY THE 

TWO OFFICERS WERE SHOT:   Chesterfield Police Chief Ray Johnson told us last 

week that there were eight Chesterfield officers in Ferguson when the County and 

Webster Groves officers were shot by Jeffrey Williams just after midnight on March 12.  

 
 

Johnson stated what we reported last week how a police mutual aid "Code 1000" call 

out was designed for a single event or incident at a single time and date.  I mentioned 

the fact seven months after the initial incident the Webster Groves officer was shot 35 

miles from Webster Groves. Chief Johnson said the only thing holding some chiefs back 

from sending officers was the thought something like that could happen in their town.  
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CHESTERFIELD CITY ATTORNEY UP FOR ASSOCIATE CIRCUIT JUDGE: 

Chesterfield City Attorney Rob Heggie's name has been submitted with two other 

attorneys for consideration for an opening on the St. Louis County Associate Circuit 

Court bench.  

 

    
 

BARAT ACADEMY GETS ZONING MAP CHANGE FOR A DORM:  The Planning and 

Public Works Committee passed 4-0 a zoning map amendment that will allow a 

dormitory on the 35 acres campus on Wild Horse Creek Road.  Barat has a co-ed 

enrollment (but many same sex classes) of 160 students and an annual tuition of 

$13,975.  The Catholic prep school from classes 9-12 began in 2007.   

 

   
 

MEDIA VIEW:  It was interesting that at the time of the arrest of the suspect in the 

shooting of two police officers in Ferguson, the Washington Post had twice as much 

information on their website as did the Post-Dispatch. Before the comments to the 

article leapt into the hundreds I checked out the 28 comments attached to the 

Washington Post website.  One person had an interesting point which is below:    
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* Hands up, don’t shoot? Lie.  

• Gentle giant? Lie.  

• Minding his own business? Lie.  

• Shot in the back? Lie.  

• Did not attack the police officer? Lie.  

• ‘Didn’t do nothing’ to the Asian shopkeeper? Lie.  

• Relatives did not try to start a riot? Lie.  

• Protests were “largely peaceful?” Lie.  

• National Guard would protect the business owners from looting...  

  

The case turned out like all the other Sharpton manufactured race riots of the past Crown 

Heights, Tawanna Brawley, Freddy's Fashion Mart, Duke Lacrosse Boys, Fake Columbia 

University Noose sightings.. . .All of them proven bogus lies where the only racism was on the 

part of the race agitators like MSNBC’s Sharpton, the New Black Panther and other hate 

groups.  

 

SCROOGE IS BACK:  The last time a Post-Dispatch columnist had a Scrooge column it 

was Bill McClellan who wrote two columns tied to a Christmas Carol after Mayor Dalton 

laid off three female employees at Christmas in 2009 and despite me rewriting the 

budget to save their jobs, they were fired.  

 

Now Editorial Writer and former sports columnist Kevin Horrigan has taken up the 

Charles Dickens pen and on Sunday March 15 he wrote a very funny piece titled "A 

Clinton Carol, 
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It was nice to see an editorial writer on the liberal Post-Dispatch editorial staff take a 

shot at the Democrats' top contender for 2016. It was almost asfunny as some of 

Kevin's sport columns back in the 1980's. Here is a link to the column, but you might 

need to be an "E" subscriber to the Post to open it. 

http://www.stltoday.com/news/opinion/columns/kevin-horrigan/horrigan-a-clinton-carol-

featuring-the-ghosts-of-instant-replay/article_72a1fa9a-900d-56dd-99fb-

5bdfbb8254c8.html 

 

NEW TRUMPET PLAYER IN TOWN? McGraw Milhaven  had Cat Neville,  

a writer for Feast  Magazine on the air and during the interview he did a live read of a 

commercial for Jimmy's on the Park Restaurant's Easter buffet and mentioned that 

trumpeter Jim Matheny and Mark Fredericks would be providing jazz. 

 

I'm not sure who Jim Matheny is.  Jim Matheny was Abraham Lincoln' best man.   Jim 

Matheny was the high school choir director in College Station, Texas, but he died in 

2012. Of course there is Jim Matheny who graduated from the University of Missouri J-

School and is a TV reporter in Knoxville.  Then there is James Matheny the recent grad 

from Georgia Southern working at Gulfstream Aerospace for the last nine months as a 

materials planner.          

            
Lincoln's best man           late choir director                TV Reporter        Aircraft materials planer    

 

Perhaps regardless of what McGraw Milhaven said Jim Manley who has been doing 

Sunday bunch at Jimmy's for over a decade will be than and not Jim Matheny.    

 

SIGN OF THE TIMES: 

 

On Saturday I was on NB I-270 heading to an event in Edwardsville. I was going 65 or 

maybe 70 MPH...and when I passed the Ferguson City Limits sign, my wife hit the door lock 

button. 
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GOING TO THE DOGS…LOSS OF A CAMPAIGN HELPER THAT MIGHT HAVE 

BEEN THE DIFFERENCE IN THE 2008 ELECTION…A STORY OF TWO DOGS: (If 
you’re a cat person just skip this story.) In 2008 when I won the Ward-2 aldermanic race by three votes, a 

number of people pointed out that they voted for me and were likely the difference in my win over Tim 

Welby.  

 

There was won 80-year-old lady on North Topping who told me she only voted for me because she had 

worked as a real estate agent for Ira Berry Realtors with my mother, who had died 2-1/2 years earlier. 

She said she voted for me for my mother.  

 

However I often thought that maybe one or two of those votes came from Dog Lovers. I have a postcard 

mailer titled "Elect a Watchdog."  It had a photo of me holding our brown and white English Springer 

Spaniel Sadie with our other dog Tegan, a red and white Welsh Springer Spaniel sitting in front of us 

staring intently at the camera.  

 

     
 

Here is the story on these two.  It had been about a year since we were force to euthanize a Springer 

Spaniel/Border Collie mix we had gotten from the local shelter.  If this dog would have a chance to flee 

the yard she would head straight to a pond in a County Park behind our house in Maryland, dive in and 

swim for up to an hour trying to herd all the ducks into one corner of the pond.  

 

After being dog-less for a year, I applied with an English Springer Spaniel rescue group and did not hear 

from them right away. My wife, Diana, read up on different spaniels and became interested in Welsh 

Spring Spaniels, a breed somewhat rare in the United States. 

One Sunday we drove to a Welsh Springer breed show in West Virginia and met a number of breeders.  

Diana decided she wanted a "Welshie" puppy.  

 

She drove down to Southwestern Virginia, spent the night at the breeder's house who was also a surgical 

nurse. The next day she returned minus a fairly large check with the runt of the litter whose coat was not 

as red as the other pups and grew up to be about 10 pounds lighter than the rest.  

 

Diana checked Welsh names and found the Gwen was the most common woman's name.  But Tegan 

was a popular name in Wales, Diana like it and so the dog was named Tegan.  
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About two weeks of having Tegan at home we got the call…from the Mid-Atlantic English Springer 

Spaniel Rescue group. They informed me that Sadie, a 1 1/2 year old dog was ready to be picked it in 

southern Virginia.   

 

It turned out that Sadie had been born in Puppy Mill in the Ozarks of Missouri, shipped to a pet store 

outside of Quantico, Virginia near the Marine base.  She was chipped but whoever bought her did not 

register her. She was found as a stray on the side of the road and was released to the rescue group.  It 

turned out she was sick with heartworm disease that had to be treated.  They had her for about four 

months before calling us. Suddenly it was like a couple trying to get pregnant, giving up and adopting and 

then getting pregnant.             

  

                
At six months Tegan had bonded on Sadie.  That would change in St. Louis as Sadie got older, Tegan 

became the Alpha dog.   

 

Their first big adventure was deer related. Few people used the park behind our house. On some days 

we walked the dogs off the leash. One day it turned out to be a big mistake. Sadie spotted three deer and 

off they went, chasing them out of the park.  We were unable to find them.  But Sadie was smart enough 

once she was lost outside of the park to go to a house that looked like ours and start scratching on the 

side door until the owner, who luckily owned a dog, came to the door and then walked them to our house.  

 

The next usual event was when a family with five kids, all home-schooled would walk in the park next to 

our house. They were involved in a 4-H Dog Training Class at a farm.  The mom wanted to know if they 

could borrow the two dogs. Tegan quickly got kicked out of class because every time a kid would take 

Sadie into the ring, Tegan would howl, wanting to go too.  Every Monday Sadie would go nuts with 

anticipation of a big van filled with kids and dogs picking her up. 

 

The following summer the 12-year-old girl who had been working with Sadie took her to the 4-H dog 

event at the Montgomery County MD County Fair.  Diana watched from the bleachers as Sadie finished 

near the bottom for all the categories.  But the girl gave a nice speech how Sadie was a rescue dog found 

sick along the side of a Virginia highway. Diana decided to leave before the awards and brought Sadie 
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home.  An hour later we got a phone call from an excited 12-year-old who said that apparently based on 

her story, the judges awarded Sadie the purple ribbon of the kid's dog show. I took some photos with the 

girl and Sadie and sent them to the rescue group.  They immediately cropped the girl out of the photo and 

posted it on their website.  

 

Sadie got every weekend off from Tegan as the lady across the street from us fell in love with Sadie and 

had her over to her house beginning on Friday night until the Sunday afternoon walk in the park.  

 

Here are some photos from their days in Maryland:  

 

    
Squirrel Watch!                           Two oil paintings by my wife. 

 

The Move to St. Louis:  The AKC breed book published in 1948 described Welsh Springer Spaniels as 

being "willful."  The newer books claim they are "stubborn."  The Breeders claim they are "Velcro" dogs.  

It turns out they are all correct. Once in St. Louis Sadie was pretty much a "couch dog." However Tegan 

had bonded to Diana and was never more than 20 feet away while Diana did gardening in the yard. Even 

if she was staking out chipmunks in some rocks, she would occasionally look to be sure Diana had not 

moved. She could catch squirrels on the run and usually drop them after being bitten on the lips by her 

captive.  She also became the Alpha dog and started bossing around the dog who had shown her the 

ropes in Maryland. The Velcro Dog followed the AKC claims of willful or stubborn only at night, when she 

would sit in the backyard and bark, refusing to come in when called unless there was a bribe such as, 

"Tegan Come…Tegan Biscuit!"       

 

Here are some photo taken here in Town and Country: 
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So when Sadie reached 13 and developed Cushing's Disease and arthritis we doubted that she would 

see Christmas in 2014 leaving us with only Tegan. That didn't happen.  Thanks to treatment from our Vet 

at Barrett Station Vet Clinic, the Cushing's was under control.  Sadie cannot run anymore and lost her 

spring having to be lifted into the car for rides, but thanks to inexpensive pain meds she doesn't limp 

anymore and is still happy to see us when we get home or the UPS man.  

 

While we have been preparing to say goodbye to Sadie for a while, we were taken back when Tegan 

suddenly stopped eating and could not lie down due to pain.  Diana, who grew up on a dairy farm, can't 

stand to see an animal suffer.  Thinking if it was a tumor and the time to discover it and then try and treat 

it that Tegan would have to experience too much pain.  Friday March 13, three weeks after her 12th 

birthday it was Tegan's last trip to the Vet's office. 

 

I had been planning to write something about Sadie when she died.  Sadie is still with us…as a matter of 

therapy for me, I'm writing about both of our buddies just one time. Sadie will turn 14 on July 3.  We will 

have our fingers crossed that she gets to see one more Christmas and have one more trip out the door to 

eat some snow.     

 

Prior to this piece on dogs…here is piece I wrote about dogs back in 2012 for AOL. 

http://patch.com/missouri/chesterfield/dog-biscuits-trigger-thoughts-of-memorable-people-and-dogs    
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Dog Biscuits Trigger Thoughts of Memorable People, and 

Dogs 

My dog’s dash for a handout got me thinking. 

By John Hoffmann (Open Post) June 17, 2012 at 11:36am 

 

The other day my wife and I arrived with our two dogs at a West County park. I’m not sure which the 

dogs enjoy more, the walk in the park or the car ride to the park. This particular park doesn’t have a lot of 

hills and is easier for my older dog and me (on hot days) to walk around.   

On this day there was no one using the park, except a postal carrier sorting mail in her truck. Often, if 

there is no one else walking I won’t put the leash on Sadie, my older English Springer Spaniel. It keeps 

the two leashes from getting tangled. Sadie is 11-years-old and doesn’t go too far from us. At this stage in 

her life she’d rather sniff than chase. 

So imagine my surprise when I let her out of the car and she took off running, and jumped into the mail 

truck. The carrier smiled and said, “She knows I’m breaking the rules and I have dog biscuits.” 

I was breaking the rules by not having Sadie on a leash and she was breaking the rules by carrying dog 

biscuits. So I guess everything evened out. She handed Sadie a biscuit while I snapped the leash on her. 

But the event got me thinking about other people I knew in my life who carried dog biscuits. 

First there was Dan-the-Mailman. I was either five or in afternoon kindergarten at the ripe old age of six. 

Our mail was delivered to our door in the morning by a letter carrier known to me only as Dan-the-

Mailman. Dan carried dog biscuits so he could approach every front door in our neighborhood unharmed. 

He also let me walk with him around the block. My parents even gave me a satchel I could put over my 

shoulder when walking with Dan.          

One of the houses on “our” route was “the mansion” in the Webster Groves neighborhood filled with two-

story houses built between 1920 and 1925. It was owned by Donald and Pearl Wright. The house was on 

a corner lot and had tall evergreen bushes in the front. You could only get a glimpse of the stately house 

where the driveway cut through the bushes. Dan and I got the full view because we would walk right up 

the driveway to the front door. 

The Wrights didn’t have any children and Mrs. Wright took a liking to me. She would have me in and 

show me art work that she had brought back from what in 1959 she described as "the Orient." 

Her husband was a magazine publisher, and she had him arrange a tour of the main post office on Market 

Street in downtown St. Louis. I remember walking to her house, getting into her Packard, and driving 

downtown where we got to watch the mail being sorted. All this was thanks to Dan-the-Mailman. 

At the same time, my other neighborhood buddy was Bill-the-Milkman, who drove the Sealtest home 

delivery milk truck. I actually knew Bill’s last name. It was Chamberlain. 

http://patch.com/users/john-hoffmann
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Bill carried dog biscuits. While Dan-the-Mailman had to make it to the front door, Bill had to make it all 

the way around to the back door. In 1959, many of Bill’s customers were stay-at-home housewives, but if 

they were not home on “milk day” they left the back door unlocked and Bill would simply walk to the 

refrigerator and put in that day’s milk in the “icebox.” 

Sometime in the 1960s Sealtest stopped this practice and put insulated boxes by the doors where the milk 

delivery would be placed. This meant there would be large blocks of ice on each truck. Bill would use an 

ice pick, and chop off enough to put in the “milk box” to keep everything cool. In the summer, he would 

have extra ice and chip off some clean ice for the kids to suck on. My dog, “Alice” and I would always be 

waiting at the side of Bill’s truck in the summer for a handout. 

In 1958, I had a wooden set of milk bottles and in honor of Bill-the-Milkman I walked through neighbors’ 

unlocked backdoors and left a wooden bottle in their Amana or Kelvinator. I’d come back and pick it up a 

couple of days later. This only lasted once, because of phone calls to my parents. 

In 1990, I remembered Dan and Bill when I was a cop in affluent Chevy Chase, Maryland, where every 

third house had an alarm system that would be tripped by a cleaning woman or visiting relative several 

times a year. Also, many residents had pedigreed dogs. 

Making friends with dogs was important. I always had a pocket full of dog biscuits and kept a large box 

for other officers at the station. 

One summer Friday night a county police officer was assisting me while I handled a serious auto 

accident—a car ended up inside the landmark Chevy Chase Circle against the basin of the fountain. 

A number of residents, some walking their dogs, would walk by the accident scene and say "hi" to me by 

name. The county officer commented: “Wow, you sure know a lot of people around here.” 

I had to smile and say that I didn’t know that many people, but I knew all of their dogs. 

Chester was a good example. Chester was a deaf 13-year-old Springer Spaniel. He would occasionally go 

on adventures. One day I saw him walking in between traffic at the Chevy Chase Giant Supermarket. He 

saw the police car and bolted for it. I held my breath, praying no one would be backing out of a space. I 

opened the back door, Chester jumped in, got his biscuit and a ride home. 

So a walk in the park, and Sadie’s dash into the mail truck, reminded me how it is still a good idea to be 

friends with man’s best friend. 

FOOD REVIEW:  McCormick and Schmick's:  The West County Center seafood 

restaurant in Des Peres has officially joined Chesterfield's Annie Gunn's on the list as a 
fine restaurant where people in their right minds will only go for lunch due to the 
outrageously high prices. So lunch it was for me and my wife, Diana.  
 
I have put off visiting McCormick and Schmick's and Bravo due to the way the shopping 
center financed building the restaurants. Back in 2007 Lord and Taylor's Department 
Store on the west of the Mall closed and the shopping center decided to tear it down 
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and build a space for Barnes and Noble Books and several high end restaurants for the 
rich people in the 63131 zip to unload some of their excess cash at.  
 
The shopping center people got the City of Des Peres to enact a CID 
(Community/Commercial Improvement District). CID were originally thought up to help 
fund building of retail businesses in blighted areas…then something went terribly wrong.  
 
Developers in wealthy areas like Chesterfield, Town and Country and Des Peres started 
using them. The CID is another sales tax layered on shoppers. They eliminate the "risk" 
portion for developers, who can use shoppers' money to pay for building and 
maintaining the retail spaces.  
 
However the CID sales tax only was forced on the small merchants. Penny's, Macy's 
and Nordstrom's own their buildings and were exempt for the CID tax.  When the tax 
started the J. Buck Restaurant was charging customers the CID tax which was being 
used to bring in competition. J. Bucks went out of business shortly after the tax and the 
construction started.  

    
Another important reason why McCormick and Schmick's should be considered for 
lunch is that there are no parking spaces on the lot in front of the building from noon to 
1:30 or in the evening.  There are spaces, but good luck finding an empty one. Of 
course there is valet parking available because if you can afford to eat here you can 
afford to pay someone to park your car.  
 
At 2 o'clock on a Monday afternoon the place was almost empty. There was none of the 
lunch regulars hanging around for extra drinks at 2:15 on the day we were there. 
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Starters:  My wife began with a green salad with blue cheese and a vinaigrette ($7.99).  

She liked it saying it was very fresh and was not smothered in dressing. The lettuce in 

salads my wife likes look like weeds to me so I have to depend on her opinion.  

 

  
 

 

I went with the cup of Clam Chowder. ($5.99 for a cup $7.25 for a bowl.)  It was very 

good.  Diana thought it was a bit too salty.  I thought it had some interesting seasonings 

and a rich broth.  It was good. However, I have had better clam chowder recently sitting 

in a family restaurant in Oregon on a picnic table, at the dock in Monterey, California, 40 

miles south of Newport, Rhode Island at an outdoor seafood shack, in Maine and in 

Newfoundland. It may have cost me to get to these places but they were charging about 

half as much for the clam chowder as was McCormick and Schmicks.         

 

 
 

The Maine Lobster Bisque is probably very good, but I'll never know.  They wanted 

$13.25 for it.     
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On the day were had our late lunch at an empty restaurant they had a special on stuffed 

mushrooms at $1 each. Diana ordered one and was sorry she did not order four and 

called it lunch for $4. I could not tell you if it was any good, as I don't eat mushrooms, 

since they are a fungus, the same as athlete's foot.  Diana raved about the flavor.  

    
 

Lunch: Diana went with a cod and fried shrimp special that was not on the menu. The 

shrimp was okay.  However, perhaps the highlight of the day was the Shaffely Beer 

battered cod (which is Boulevard Beer battered cod in Kansas City).  This was the best 

portion of Fish and Chips I have ever tasted…including at pubs in England. This is the 

reason you should go to McCormick and Schmicks…for the cod fish sandwich ($11.25) 

or the fish and chips ($15.95). It is overpriced especially since the French fries and cole 

slaw were not memorable, but the cod is great.    

 

     
   

I went with the grill trout, with green beans and mashed potatoes ($17.99). I 

unfortunately allowed our young waiter to move me up by adding lobster bits and sauce 

to the potatoes. As a side the lobster mashed potatoes cost 11.99.  As an add-on to my 

entrée it was an extra $6.99. The trout was excellent, grilled perfectly.  The green beans 
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however were a disappointment as they were bland.  But a butter sauce that came with 

the trout was excellent and added some flavor to the beans.  The upgrade to the 

Lobster potatoes was a mistake.  There was zero taste of the potatoes, everything 

tasted like the lobster sauce.  The lumps of lobster were not generous, however the 

amount of spuds was and I took half of the order home.   

 

   
 

We did split a Crème Brule ($6.99).  It was good. I already took a bite before I 

remembered I needed to take a photo.  

 

FAST FOOD FOR LENT: For several years after returning to the St. Louis area, my 

wife and I would try different church and VFW fish fries during Lent. Over a few years, 

the prices went up and taste went down. We had our favorites churches (one in Des 

Peres and one in Kirkwood), but decided to go to commercial fast food locations and 

often often obtain more better tasting fish for less money.  

 

   McDonald's Filet O' Fish which during Lent has a 

special of buy one Fish Extra value Meal with fries and a soft drink ($5.69 ), get a 

second Filet O' Fish for a $1.  The McDonald's fish experience for two fish sandwiches 

plus fried and a drink will cost you over $7 with tax.  I have grown up eating McDonald's 

and have the waistline to proof it.  I have always found the Filet O' Fish tasty thanks 

mainly to the cheese and tater sauce, plus a soft bun.  But it loses in this taste test. 
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     The Arby's 2 Fish Sandwiches for $5 is a great 

deal.  The sandwiches are much bigger than the McDonald's Filet O' Fish, with flaky cod 

fish.  Of course the McDonald's Filet O' Fish even with the heavy dose of tater sauce it 

is famous for comes in at 370 calories.  The bigger Arby's fish sandwich is 540 calories.  

 

The key to getting the best Arby's fish is to get it fresh, even if you have to wait a few 

minutes. Including the drive home two freshly prepared Arby's Fish sandwiches taste 

great.  However, if the sandwiches have been under a warming light for an extended 

period of time you could be disappointed, more so than roast beef on a bun waiting the 

same time.  

 

     Culver's fish sandwiches win 

hands down for taste, but not for price, but of course you get what you pay for. The fried 

Walleye sandwich (front) was $6.69 and the best tasting. It was 540 calories.  The 

batter was light and fish flaky. It was a real treat.  

 

The Cod sandwich (rear of photo) was the best of the fast food Cod sandwiches we 

have tried this Lent. At $6.29 it was costly for fast food fare. Also it had more calories 

than the other three sandwiches we tried coming it at 600 calories. 
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    White Castle has a couple 

special items for lent. After an absence of a few years the clam strips returned, at $4.39 

for a medium order. Also they have Shrimp Nibblers during Lent for $3.49 for a small 

order.  Now anyone with any sense knows the White castle Fish Sliders and Fish 

Nibblers are awful.  

 

However both the clams and shrimp have some redeeming qualities.  The clam strips 

remind me of the last order I had at Red Lobster. I'm not sure if this speaks to the 

quality of strips at White Castle or the decline of clam strips at Red Lobster.   

 

The shrimp was good for White Castle…it wasn't that great when compared to the 

competition.  If you find yourself at White Castle during Lent because a friend insisted 

on sliders after a night of beers, the clam strips or shrimp might be easier on stomach 

than the little sandwiches and they do taste better.    

   

MUSIC:  Two weeks ago at Sasha's on Wednesday it was just Jim Manley and Chris 

Swann at Sasha's.  Last Wednesday they were joined by by Arlen Sprader on the 

drums, Larry Johnson and Joe Bayer with their saxophones, a vocal from Dan and a 

guest vocal by our buddy Jerry Moser, who wowed everyone singing an up tempo 

version of "The Nearness of You."  
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CARTOONS: As promised…it is all Hillary this week.   
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